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Introduction
On April 25th, 2021, Albania will hold its tenth multi-party parliamentary
elections since the fall of Communism.1 In a tense political atmosphere and
amidst mutual recriminations by the leaders of the main political parties,
the Albanian citizens will be asked to decide on granting a third mandate
to the ruling Socialist Party (PS) or voting for a rotation, opening the way
for a handover of power to the Democratic Party (PD). These elections are
deemed crucial for the country’s future, with the international community
being consistent in its message for the absolute significance of a successful
completion of the electoral process.
Post-Communist politics in Albania are characterised by a paradox. Its
two-party dominated system has shown remarkable stability. Albania is
one of the very few countries in the Balkans (possibly with the addition
of North Macedonia and Croatia) where the two dominant party pillars of
the system have remained intact in the last thirty years. Only in the last
decade or so a third party (the Socialist Movement for Integration-LSI)
has managed to become the ‘kingmaker’ in an evolving two and a half
party system. With very few exceptions, the rest of the parties in postCommunist Albania can be considered as ‘satellites’ of the two main party
pillars.2 Still, and here lies the paradox, the political system is anything
but stable, since election results are often contested, while the country’s
politics suffer from virtually all the classic deficiencies of post-Communist
polities: “political conflict, a high level of party factionalisation, weak
internal party democracy, dysfunctional parliamentary life, electoral and
parliamentary boycotts, and continuously changing rules of the game”.3
The picture becomes even more complicated if we add to the equation
the serious deficiencies in policy making, corruption and state capture,
economic malaise as well as the clientelist practices that tend to distort
elections.4
Returning to the elections, in more than three decades as a democratic
polity, Albania has repeatedly had problems in the organization of fully
free and fair elections. As this key national priority is held back by the
long-term political deadlocks, the behavior of both the Albanian electorate
and political class in these elections will constitute a determinant factor
towards the country’s democratic future. It is time for Albanians to
take personal responsibility and think as voters not as party militants,
rationalizing the faults of those who have governed them in the last three
decades. However, the ball is not only in the voters’ court. The Albanian
political class surely bears the major political responsibility. The ideal
development would be the total transformation of their political behavior,
eliminating the legacy of inflammatory politics of the past.
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What is at stake in the April 25th elections
● Successful completion of the electoral process
will offer an opportunity to move beyond the
usual zero-sum-game of Albanian political
parties.
● Cross-party acceptance of the election results
will increase political stability and improve
Albania’s democratic credentials.
● The creation of a stable government and the
adoption of real opposition politics would
push consensual reforms, thus renewing
the momentum in Albania’s bid for EU
membership.
● Political and social stability will create
conditions for attracting new investments,
necessary for maintaining growth and for
dealing with the negative effects of the
COVID-19 pandemic and the challenge of
vaccination.
The violation of the voting rules could put in
question the legitimacy of the elections and the
acceptance of the electoral results by all parties,
leading to political crisis and a dysfunctional
parliament. Albania’s democratic credentials
will suffer a new severe blow and the country’s
EU accession process a serious setback.
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To move forward, Albanian politicians need to acknowledge the costs of
fixating on narrow party and personal interests, show strategic clarity,
transparency, and political will for the adoption of consensual reforms,
and above all need to take actions that will increase public confidence in
the integrity of the electoral process as a necessary step for burying the
ghost of the elections past. Albania is in desperate need of a break from
the past and does not have the luxury to lose yet another opportunity,
its 10th since the end of Communism.

Three Decades of Disputed Elections
Albania has been plagued with disputed elections for the past three
decades. This is the result of a power struggle between the major political
parties to take full control of the electoral administration process.5 The
phenomenon is also linked to political calculations of elites as well as the
political culture in the wider society. On the one hand, the non-acceptance
of electoral results is the excuse of political leadership to stay on despite
electoral setbacks; the result is a very low rate of political elite circulation,
which leads to certain political personnel’s continued presence in the
political life virtually for decades. On the other, the phenomenon of
disputed elections is also linked to a widespread societal culture of nonacceptance of or shame over defeat.
At the heart of the problem is the adoption of several electoral legal
provisions, some of which noticeably unconstitutional, in order to secure
the dominance of one or the other party in all processes. Possibly no other
European country has experienced the kind of extreme electoral patterns
seen in Albania in the past 31 years; however, this wave of changes in the
country’s electoral codes is not the result of a healthy political dialogue
oriented towards a stable and fair electoral system. In fact, it is the result
of political bargaining and compromises between the Socialist and the
Democratic Party, a process which has benefited the two parties’ interests
to the detriment of genuine democracy in Albania. The domination of the
process by one party leads to the contestation of the electoral results by
the other. Potential controversies arising after the elections are leading
to internal political instability and to dysfunctional parliaments putting at
risk the adoption of necessary reforms. As a result, Albania is caught in
a ‘vicious circle’ where political elites have created a system that ensures
their dominance in the electoral process and facilitates their survival and
perpetuation from one electoral cycle to the other, always at the expense
of Albania’s democracy and the prosperity of its citizens.
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Political parties
express their political
will for total electoral
reform with the
declared aim to
ensure free and fair
elections.

2

Political consultations
and dialogue take place
but never result in a
political parties consensus.
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The ‘Vicious
Circle” of the
Albanian Electoral
Politics

The outcome does not
secure the protection
of the electoral rules or
build genuine political
consensus. Elections
are held in a climate of
mutual animosity and
suspicion.

This climate of mutual
suspicion leads to the
contestation of the
electoral results.

3

Political bargaining and
the pursuit of party
advantage predominates;
as a result, the party in
power tends to have
the upper hand in the
process.

The Albanian electoral processes frequently generate
new political confrontations which raise political tensions
and complicate enormously any effort for reaching
political consensus.

Elections against the backdrop of mistrust
among political forces
The last parliamentary elections held in 2017 did not manage to avoid
this troubling trend. Allegations of electoral fraud and irregularities as
well as mutual recriminations between the ruling Socialist Party and the
opposition forces marked the elections and fed into political polarisation
that continued over the next four years. The high point of the crisis was
arguably the broadcasting of wiretaps that alleged the involvement of
senior officials of the Socialist Party and organized crime groups in vote-

Chronology of Contested
Elections in Albania
Year

Parliamentary
Elections

1991 		

(X) Disputed

1992 		

(✓) Accepted

1996 		

(X) Disputed

1997 		

(X) Disputed

2001 		

(X) Disputed

2005 		

(✓) Accepted

2009 		

(X) Disputed

2013 		

(✓) Accepted

2017 		

(X) Disputed
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buying during the 2017 elections.6 Fuelled by other conflictual issues, the
opposition decided to escalate their confrontation with the government
and adopted the highly controversial move of giving up their parliamentary
mandates. The opposition’s tactic backfired contributing not only to crossparty polarisation, but also to intra-opposition fractionisation, as some
opposition members did not abandon their mandates, while others
accepted to fill the vacated parliamentary seats. Effectively, Albania ended
up with two oppositions: one outside the parliament fiercely opposing
any measure adopted by the government; and one inside the parliament,
which only moderately opposed or even cooperated with the government
and opened a new front of confrontation against the leaderships of the
main opposition forces in the country, the Democratic Party and the
Socialist Movement for Integration.
Hence, the government’s ‘winner-takes-all’ attitude that is typical of postCommunist politics in Albania7 together with the belligerent attitude of
the opposition transformed the national parliament into a sideshow of
national politics and a virtually one-option political institution. In one
more contentious step, the opposition decided also to boycott the local
elections of 2019. The Socialist Party ran without noteworthy competitor,
thus making this a virtually one-party election, something unprecedented
in Albania’s post-Communist political history. The political stalemate
continued until 2020 when a cross-party political council was formed
under strong international pressure. This council undertook the objective
to hammer out a consensus over electoral reform for the upcoming 2021
elections, a key condition posed by the European Union.8
Under close watch of the EU and the US, the ruling PS and the opposition
PD and LSI appeared initially to be trying to reach a political compromise
on several technical issues, which aimed to de-politicize the electoral
process. But neither the government nor the opposition were apparently
really committed to the process. Ominously, the government also
adopted unilateral constitutional changes, without the consensus of
the official PD and LSI and only with the votes of the in-parliament
opposition, thus further complicating the state of political affairs. In the
end, political consultations failed to produce full consensus over the
electoral law, thus further aggravating the feelings of distrust among
political actors. As typically in Albanian politics, the governing party used
the process of electoral reform to create favourable circumstances in
view of the upcoming elections. The opposition, also not fully committed
to the process in the first place, did not accept the changes and distrust
deepened. The scene was set for yet one more political showdown in
the aftermath of the elections and potentially a deepening of the already
dire political crisis.

6
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Consensual changes of the electoral law
● Voter identification rules: voter identification
will be done with the introduction of biometric
registration or verification. However,
institutions are not properly prepared to
apply the biometric identification at a national
level for April elections. Electronic voting
for Albanians residing abroad will not also
be applied in this election. CEC failed in the
development of these specific procedures.
● Voter registration rules: new measures
were adopted for improving the quality and
confidence in voter registration. Mayors’
offices are obliged to report to the CEC on the
process of notification of voters about their
voting locations. Any unauthorized change of
data in the voter lists constitutes a criminal
offense.
● Election administration rules: the formation
rules of the Central Election Commission
(CEC) changed with the introduction of
three different branches in its structure.
Furthermore, the Electoral College, the highest
authority in electoral disputes, will consist of
judges who have passed the vetting process.
● C andidate registration rules: Persons
serving a prison sentence or who have
prior convictions for specific crimes cannot
register. Party leaders may register in up to
four electoral districts but can hold only one
mandate of their choice if elected.

Unilateral changes of the electoral law
● Voting rules: voters will not only choose
between their preferred political party
and coalition but will be also able to cast a
preferential vote for individual candidates for
their preferred party list.
● Coalition rules: party coalitions are obliged
to submit a joint list of candidates prior to the
elections. Therefore, they cannot participate
with separate lists as was the case in the
previous election.
● Mandate rules: the candidates get the
mandates according to the order of the list.
To improve its position, a candidate must
receive more preferential votes received by the
nominating party per each seat in the region.
● Election threshold rules: In order to qualify
for an allocation of seats in the parliament,
political parties need to pass a one percent
threshold across the country. In the previous
elections, it was a three percent threshold.
Source: ODHIR Needs Assessment Mission
Report
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Governments of Albania (1992-2021)
Period

Party/Coalition

Prime Minister

President

April 1992 - March 1997

Democratic Party (PD)

Aleksandër Meksi

Sali Berisha

March 1997 - July 1997

Government of National
Reconciliation – All political
parties.

Bashkim Fino

Sali Berisha

July 1997 - Sep. 1998

Socialist Party (PS)

Fatos Nano

Rexhep Mejdani

Oct. 1998 - Oct. 1999

Socialist Party (PS)

Pandeli Majko

Rexhep Mejdani

Oct.1999 -Jan. 2002

Socialist Party (PS)

Ilir Meta

Rexhep Mejdani

Feb. 2002 - July 2002

Socialist Party (PS)

Pandeli Majko

Rexhep Mejdani

July 2002 - Sep. 2005

Socialist Party (PS)

Fatos Nano

Alfred Moisiu

Sep. 2005 - Sep.2009

Democratic Party (PD) and
its ally the Republican Party
(PR)

Sali Berisha

Alfred Moisiu succeeded by
Bamir Topi in July 2007

Sep. 2009 - Sep.2013

Alliance for Change
(PD+PR+PDI) +Socialist
Movement for Integration
(LSI)

Sali Berisha

Bamir Topi succeeded by
Bujar Nishani in July 2012.

Sep. 2013 - Sep. 2017

Socialist-led Alliance for a
European Albania (PS+LSI)

Edi Rama

Bujar Nishani

Sep. 2017 - April 2021

Socialist Party (PS)

Edi Rama

Ilir Meta

Elections in the Era of COVID-19 Pandemic
Even though elections in Albania have not been postponed, as elsewhere
in the region, the COVID-19 pandemic produced a complicated situation
or conflicting priorities and rights. Restrictive measures could affect the
turnout, undermining the universality of the vote. The declaration of
Prime Minister Edi Rama that people infected will not be allowed to
vote rests on questionable constitutional grounds.9 It further shows that
the government and state mechanism are unable to create adequate
conditions for remote voting, which would have secured for all citizens
the right to participate in the electoral process.10
In addition, due to travel restrictions, the 1.3 million Albanian voters
living outside the country will not be able to travel to Albania to cast
their vote in person. The recent electoral changes include the right of the
Albanian diaspora to vote without having to travel back home. However,
the delay in the adaptation of the adequate bylaws and the failure of state
institutions to create a register of diaspora voters effectively meant that
this group of citizens would be kept outside the 2021 electoral process.

9
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Even though the failure to secure the diaspora voting was attributed to
the lack of communication and inter-institutional coordination for the
technical steps, critics believe that this was a carefully calculated tactic to
avoid an independent, uncontrollable and critical vote that could have a
significant impact on the outcome of the election. This argument goes that
the Albanian political class has the capacity to influence or control voters
residing in Albania through militant politics or citizens’ dependence on
decision of the executive. This is not the case for the diaspora voters who
have the luxury to stay outside clientelist networks and remain largely
unaffected by party bickering. Local analysts believe that the Albanian
politicians know very well that the diaspora has the power to change
the Albanian internal political physiognomy; this is why, the mainstream
political class is delaying their inclusion in the elections.
Moreover, another challenge posed by coronavirus is campaigning.
COVID-19 rules restrict mass gatherings and public rallies. However,
especially the opposition politicians, and to a lesser extent the government
ones, have defied restrictive rules during their electoral campaigns. The
most disturbing feature is the adoption of contradictory policies and the
implementation of selective approaches by the respective authorities.
Whereas state institutions used excessive and unnecessary force as well
as monetary penalties for violation of the COVID-19 protocols against
citizens who participated in anti-government protests last year, the same
institutions did not show the same eagerness in the case of political
parties.11 Even though political parties have violated the measures
repeatedly during the electoral campaign, none of their representatives
was penalised. Still, the party gatherings did become a question of party
bickering, with PM Rama arguing that his party held only small group rallies,
while the Democratic Party did the exact opposite; according to Rama, the
Democrats are “infecting people”, while the Socialists “vaccinate them”.

The Main Competitors
The ruling Socialist Party is going alone in these elections, while Lulzim
Basha’s Democratic Party will lead a center-right coalition comprising 12
parties. The Socialist Movement for Integration (LSI) of Monika Kryemadhi,
the third force in Albanian politics, is entering these elections having
reached an agreement with PD for a post-electoral coalition, while
running on a separate list in the elections. New political parties such as
the Movement for Change (LN) led by the former Speaker of Parliament
Jozefina Topalli, the Party of Democratic Conviction (BD) led by the former
deputy leader of PD Astrit Patozi, and the Party “Nisma Thurje” led by
Endrit Shabani and Rudina Hajdari, are challenging the main forces but

11
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without chances for significant success. The presence of Vetëvendosjeaffiliated candidates in three election districts must also be mentioned.12
While the ruling party in Kosovo does not officially participate in the
Albanian elections, three members of its branch in Albania compete for
MP seats.

2013 and 2017 Parliamentary Elections in Albania - Results
2013

2017

Votes

%

Seats

Votes

%

Seats

Seats
Change

Socialist Party
of Albania (PS)

713,407

41.36

65

764,791

48.34

74

(+9)

Democratic Party
of Albania (PD)

528,373

30,63

50

456,481

28,85

43

(-7)

Socialist Movement
for Integration (LSI)

180,47

10.46

16

225,975

14.28

19

(+3)

Party for Justice,
Integration and
Unity (PDIU)

44,957

2.61

4

76,064

4,81

3

(-1)

Republican Party
of Albania (PR)

52,168

3,02

3

3,217

0.20

0

(-3)

Human Rights Union
Party (PBDNJ)

14,722

0.85

1

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

Christian Democratic
Party (PKD)

7,993

0,46

1

2,415

0.15

0

(-1)

Social Democratic
Party of Albania
(PSD)

10,22

0,59

0

14,987

0,95

1

(+1)

Political Parties

Source: Central Election Commission (CEC)

The Socialist Party: “Albania is our future”
The ruling Socialist Party has used in this campaign the slogan “Albania
is our future”. It is trying to refashion its strategy by presenting itself as
the only option for the country’s future, leaving behind its old motto for
an Albanian ‘Renaissance’, a mission that they consider to have been
accomplished during the Socialists’ tenure in office. PS claims that during
its 8 years in power, Albania has taken its most significant steps towards
democratization and economic development. The party also claims among
its successes the judicial reform, the reconstruction efforts following
the 2019 earthquake, the management of the COVID-19 pandemic, and
an increase in investments, such as the large infrastructure projects
supported by Turkey and Saudi Arabia. The PS wants a third mandate in
order to be able to complete their plans and engagements.
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Although Edi Rama came to power in 2013 with an anti-corruption ticket,13
one of the most dramatic failures of his government was the handling
of corruption scandals within its own ranks. According to critics, Rama
has refused to address the multiple revelations of corruption and has
provided impunity to high-level officials of his party, who have been
criticised for alleged involvement in corruption scandals or links to
organized crime.
Moreover, during the PS tenure in office Albania continued the slippery
slope of serious political polarisation, lack of even basic cross-party
consensus, authoritarian tendencies, and dysfunctional parliamentary
life. These are problems identified by the international community as
the key for the democratic consolidation in the country and by the EU
as conditionalities for a serious progress in the accession path. Many
accuse the PS government and Prime Minister Rama of a symbiotic
relationship with big business interests and their undue influence on the
policy-making process. Many others consider that due to the deficiencies
of democratic institutions and the lack of intra-party democracy, the
role of the Prime Minister and Edi Rama personally have in recent years
become exceedingly powerful.
Still, Rama proved a better tactician and much more charismatic
communicator than his opponents. The Socialist Party looks likely to
win these elections. But after eight years in office, the Socialist Party is
seen by many voters as no different than other parties that have ruled
the country and possibly only relatively better than the weak and still
unreformed opposition. A victory of Edi Rama in the April 2021 elections
will not be on the basis of delivering on his promises but rather due to
the lack of a better alternative.

The Democratic Party and the Alliance
for the Change: “Albania wins”
The right-wing Democratic Party (PD), Albania’s main opposition force, has
chosen a two-fold approach in order to achieve its return to power: the
formalization of the “Alliance for the Change” pre-election coalition deal
with 12 smaller political forces under the slogan “Together for change
– Albania wins” and the pre-election agreement with the left-wing ‘kingmaker’ Socialist Movement for Integration (LSI).14 Even though the leader
of the Democratic Party, Lulzim Basha, is entering the electoral ring with

13
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a united coalition that supposedly reflects the expected change, his party
is offering nothing else than an old recipe, a “marriage of convenience”
with LSI, underestimating the fact that PD-LSI governing coalition was
voted down by the electorate in the 2013 elections, leading PD to the
opposition. In these elections, PD lost almost 10 percent of its vote share
and some of its strongholds in the country’s North to the PS.15 As new
leader after the 2013 debacle, Basha failed to transform PD into a genuine
opposition party with a well-designed party program and opposition
politics, allowing PS to win a second mandate in the 2017 elections with an
even wider margin that allowed Rama to form a single-party government
for the first time since 2001. PD’s failing opposition strategies culminated
in 2019 when the party quit the Albanian parliament, withdrawing all its
deputies from the chamber.
PD’s miscalculated decision to abandon the parliament backfired. It not
only led to the PS fully dominating parliamentary procedure, but also
created internal divisions which caused the breakaway of disenchanted
PD officials to form their own political forces. New parties such as the Party
of Democratic Conviction (BD) formed by Astrit Patozi, former deputy
leader of PD and also a former head of its parliamentary group, and the
Movement for Change (LN), created by Jozefina Topalli, the ‘iron lady” of
PD who held the very significant role of the Speaker of Parliament during
Berisha’s rule could mark some noteworthy losses for the Democratic
Party. Especially, the political party of Topalli may pose a threat to PD’s
power base in the district of Shkodra which is a bastion of Democrats.
PD’s strategy in these elections is focusing on the criticism on the country’s
ailing economy, with rising unemployment, mass migration of Albanians as
well as the low levels of trust in the judicial system. PD has become a fierce
critic of the government on these issues and is portraying itself as a force
that can best present the interests of the middle class. However, the future
for PD does not look very promising. PS, as a powerful electoral force,
may prove too hard nut to crack by the PD coalition that seems weak and
divided. Furthermore, Lulzim Basha has in the last eight years consolidated
the image of a weak leader and someone who can be manipulated by the
former PD strongman Sali Berisha. This will not go down well with the
electorate that looks for powerful leadership skills for the country’s helm.

The Socialist Movement for Integration:
“Albania, the home that wins”
The center-left Socialist Movement for Integration (LSI) – Albania’s third
largest party – entered the election campaign under the slogan “Albania,
the home that wins”. Monika Kryemadhi, who heads LSI after her husband

15
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Ilir Meta was elected President of the Republic, hopes to bring her party
back to power through the agreement signed with the PD. Kryemadhi is
walking in the same political waters with her husband. Meta founded the
LSI in 2004 and turned it into a ‘kingmaker’ force providing the two main
political forces with the necessary MPs to form a majority in parliament.
The LSI joined the center-right coalition that ruled Albania from 2009 to
2013. Then it was part of the governing alliance with the Socialists from
2013 to 2017. In 2017 Meta was elected President of the Republic with
the votes of the governing Socialists. And after the June 2017 elections
LSI is in opposition.
The single-party government of the Socialists ended the honeymoon
period with LSI and kickstarted a bitter fallout between PM Rama and
President Meta that has lasted to this day. What we have seen in the
last five years is a personalized battle between the two top politicians,
with mutual recriminations that demonstrate the ugly face of political
polarisation in the country. The two men have clashed on a number of
issues including the cancelation of the 2019 local elections by President
Meta, with PM Rama launching impeachment proceedings against him,
the first in post-communist Albania.16 Meta not only has challenged Rama
through political means such as rejecting the nomination of his ministers
or the nomination of judges for the constitutional court but has also called
on Albanians to rise up and take the streets against his government.
As elections are approaching, the attacks between the two men have
intensified. Meta is calling voters to reject Rama who he calls a criminal,
while Rama calls the Albanian President a “drunken man who is trying
to come to power through calls for a war”. The two men are portraying
the battle between them as a fight for democracy, but the local analysts
see behind their confrontation only a power struggle driven by personal
and political interests.
LSI is eager to return to power and is using the agreement with the PD
as a springboard for remaining a central player in the political system.
Ilir Meta in particular is using every opportunity to campaign against the
ruling Socialist Party, in ways that are not akin to his role as President
of the Republic. He has called the upcoming elections a ‘referendum’ to
restore the full sovereignty of the Albanian people to all institutions.17 But
for many ordinary voters, the President’s calls and his fierce attack on the
PS is simply hypocritical. Meta has been one of the key political figures in
power in the last thirty years and he is co-responsible for Albania’s lagging
behind in political and economic terms. His attacks on the system that
he himself has helped build does not go down well with many ordinary
voters.

16
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Meta and Kryemadhi will fight to prevent the restoration of the old
two-party duopoly which can put at risk LSI’s privileged role in country’s
coalitions. However, LSI will be challenged to attract the number of votes
it gained in the previous two elections - 180,470 votes in 2013 and 225,975
votes in 2017. Its past performance could be attributed to party’s long
presence in government, which enabled it to fill public administration
posts with LSI partisans and to build clientelist alliances with the business.
After four years in opposition, LSI has lost these networks, its electoral
base has collapsed and the lack of access to public posts may cost it
many votes. In addition, several LSI MPs, sensing the ‘crumbling’ of their
party, jumped ship and joined the ruling Socialists, who accepted them
and placed them in their electoral lists. Therefore, things do not look
easy for the LSI and a weak performance in the forthcoming elections
could terminate its role as the central component in the political arena.

Deep Polarization - Negative
and Personalized Campaign Rhetorics
Across the country, the top issues have been the COVID-19 pandemic and
the vaccinations, the economy and the role of Public Private Partnerships,
corruption, employment, Albania’s EU membership, and the emigration of
young Albanians. The main parties’ electoral pledges have typically been
too vague or too ambitious to be considered credible. The pre-election
atmosphere has been tense with the main leaders fuelling polarization
with their – often vulgar - efforts to link their political opponents with
illegal activities. All parties of the political spectrum are using negative
campaigning to mobilize their voters and undermine their opponents.
Through aggressive political language and insults that surpass the limits
of what is acceptable in political discourse, the leaders of the three main
political parties remain mired in political bickering and fail offer positive
alternatives; to the contrary, they are embroiled in a political blame game
pointing out the negative dimensions of their opponents.
Another visible feature of this electoral race is full personalization of
negative campaigning. Both Lulzim Basha and Monika Kryemadhi accuse
Edi Rama of authoritarianism and kleptocratic governance, while insisting
on his and his party’s alleged links to organised crime. The opposition
efforts are fully backed by Albanian President Ilir Meta, who is fully
engaged in this electoral campaign against the government and in favour
of his old party LSI in ways incompatible with his constitutional role as
President of the Republic. The opposition bloc is promising a different
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model of governance but their credibility in the eyes of the electorate
remains low because the parties are still dominated by old establishment
political figures.
The Socialist Party is directing its attacks on the political past of its
opponents, portraying them as the representatives of the old-fashioned
politics who have nothing new to offer to Albania. At the heart of the
Socialists, electoral strategy is to portray the opposition as the enemies
of reforms, as those who will put at risk whatever has been achieved in
recent years. Still, many voters feel that what was before eight years
a fresh PS government under Rama, it has over the years become not
much different from the old establishment predecessor. What is even
more disturbing for many is the arrogance of the governing party, without
any visible sign of self-criticism, despite the many failures of governance
in recent years.
A distinctive feature of this year’s elections has been the hotly debated
candidate lists. Most parties, and especially the Socialist Party, have made
efforts to introduce many young first-time candidates and ‘retire’ some of
the old guard.19 But the complicated preferential voting system introduced
may limit the effectiveness of this revamp, since older and well-connected
politicians may still be elected instead of their younger peers, who are put
higher in the electoral list, if they manage to collect enough preferential
votes. In addition, an interesting development has been the removal
from the candidate list of the PS of the former Minister of Foreign Affairs
Ditmir Bushati, arguably one of the most successful ministers of Edi
Rama’s governments. This and other fallouts can be attributed to the
lack of intra-party democracy in Albanian politics. Last but not least, of
importance have been the high-profile cases of candidates with criminal
record. The EU has insisted on the decriminalization of the Albanian
parliament, while the US Ambassador in Tirana has been extremely vocal
in her opposition to the candidacy of certain politicians with alleged
links to international organised crime.20 Still, no matter the international
pressure, not enough has been done to exclude candidates with dubious
record from political life.21 The decriminalization of Albanian institutions
will remain a difficult task as long as party electoral interests trump rule
of law and democratic standards.
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Playing with Nationalism?
In the absence of any real political vision, the main political parties are
playing the ‘patriotic card’. The leaders of PS, PD, and LSI are embroiled
in an electoral marathon with their political leaders desperately trying to
raise the patriotic profile of their political forces. It is indicative that for
the first time in Albanian electoral history the word ‘Albania’ is included
in the electoral slogans of the three main political parties, signaling
efforts to appeal to voters’ patriotic feelings. In this context, PD sees the
decision of the Albanian and Greek governments to submit the issue
of the delimitation of their maritime zones to the International Court
of Justice as an act of betrayal to Albania. The fiery statement of PD’s
former leader Sali Berisha that “Albania’s borders have been threatened
by the Dendias-Rama secret agreement, signaling the biggest betrayal
against the Albanian nation after Enver Hoxha’s act of betrayal to Kosovo”
can only be seen as an attempt to undermine the patriotic image of
Socialists.22 More softly spoken, Lulzim Basha, the current leader of the
Democratic Party and also the Foreign Minister who reached in 2009 the
maritime zones agreement with Greece that was nullified by Albania’s
Constitutional Court, supports that the decision reached by the Socialists
is less favorable for Albanian national interests.23
Back in the time of the last tenure of PD in government (2005-2013),
the then new leader of the Socialist Party sought every opportunity to
do away with the image of his party as being ‘soft’ on foreign policy
issues, often due to alleged close bonds with Greece that the party had at
times enjoyed. The agreement on the demarcation of sea borders signed
by a PD government and Greece in 2009 presented an opportunity for
Edi Rama and his Socialist Party to fiercely attack the ruling party. The
attack eventually contributed to the collapse of the agreement. Together
with other highly symbolic acts, as for example the strengthening of his
leadership image among Albanians in the former Yugoslav states,24 by
the time of the elections in 2013 PM-to-be Edi Rama had consolidated his
image as the protector of Albanian national interest and had rebranded
his Socialist Party as a force ‘no less patriotic’ than the PD. But while
in government, the Socialists left behind their pre-election nationalist
credentials and engaged in a constructive dialogue with Athens in order
to resolve all open bilateral issues.25 Reportedly, the two sides had been
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Greece and Albania signed an agreement
in 2009 for delimiting their maritime zones.
The Agreement for the Delimitation of the
Continental Shelf and Maritime Zones has
since become a highly contentious and sensitive
issue in the bilateral agenda. The agreement
encountered fierce political opposition in
Albania and eventually country's Constitutional
Court has passed a ruling aiming to nullify it.
Ever since the issue remains a favorite topic
for opinion makers of nationalist or anti-Greek
persuasion, who frequently publish their views
in popular Albanian media. In October 2020, the
two countries decided to take the question of
the delimitation of their maritime zones to the
International Court of Justice.1 Albanian Prime
Minister Edi Rama has made clear that Albania
preferred the intervention of a legitimate
independent arbiter, as this would be the proper
way for reaching an equitable and fair solution
based on the international maritime law and
the principle of fairness. For Rama, a ruling by
the international court would be a protection
from nationalist and populist circles who see the
seeds of national treachery in any agreement
with Greece. More recently, Rama also said that
the recent decision of the Greek government
to extend its territorial waters to 12 miles in
the Ionian Sea does not affect Albania’s rights
and that instead the issue is being misused by
Albanian opposition politicians who are ‘adding
fuel to the fire’ in order to score political points.2
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 he joint conference between the Prime
Τ
Minister Edi Rama and the Greek Minister of
Foreign Affairs Nikos Dendias.
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close to reaching a comprehensive agreement on settling bilateral
disputes in 2018, i.e. during the tenure of SYRIZA government in Greece
and the PS in Albania.26 Now, the tables have turned and the opposition
has used every opportunity to discredit the ruling Socialist Party in the
eyes of the patriotic vote.
In this effort, PD allies with the Party for Justice, Integration and Unity
(PDIU), a party representing the interests of the Cham community in
Albania, and one that often excels in nationalist and anti-Greek rhetoric.
The head of PDIU Shpëtim Idrizi has become a vocal critic of PM Rama
accusing him of leaving Athens to meddle in a flagrant way in Albania’s
internal politics and also for bargaining with Greece in order to resolve
open issues such as the toponyms and the sea border demarcation, but
at the expense of the Cham agenda.27 In this election, under the slogan
“United in one flag”, PDIU is part of the united opposition and its leader
Idrizi is included in the candidate list for the district of Tirana.
One paradox of upcoming elections is the co-existence of PDIU and the
Human Rights Union Party (PBDNJ), which represents Albania’s Greek
minority, in the same pre-election coalition. The strong rivalry between
PDIU and PBDNJ did not prevent their leaders to be part of the same list of
candidates for MPs. The head of PBDNJ Vangjel Dule described his party’s
move as a necessary evil in order to oust Rama from power.28 PBDNJ,
under the slogan “Refuse to survive, choose to live”, campaigns against
the ruling Socialist majority, which it considers to be working against the
interests of the Greek minority, especially through the violation of their
property rights in the country’s South. In an effort to counterbalance any
possible loss of the patriotic vote, PS is trying to present PDIU-PBDNJ
co-existence under the same electoral roof as evidence of their leaders’
hunger for power. In addition, through the inclusion of members from
the Greek minority in its lists, PS is trying to make gains from the PBDNJ
electoral base.
The Socialist leader Edi Rama knows that his decision to tackle sensitive
national issues with Greece could cost him votes and for that reason he
tries to find ways to offset the damage. Continuing efforts to build his
patriotic profile that were initiated already from when in opposition, Edi
Rama in recent years increased his initiatives appealing to Albanians in the
wider region. For a while, he has successfully played the card of a regional
leader in the context of the Berlin Process and, more recently, by initiating
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The safeguarding of the rights of the Greek
minority in Albania constitutes a significant
objective of Greek foreign policy. According
to the Greek MFA, the “primary concern of
Greek foreign policy, in relation to Albania, is
to monitor the situation of all members of the
Greek minority throughout the country and not
exclusively in areas that are arbitrarily recognized
by the Albanian state as ‘minority zones’.1 The
Greek government raises the questions of the
Greek minority not only at the bilateral level
but also in the context of EU-Albania relations
and Albania’s EU accession process. Thus, the
protection of the property rights of the Greek
minority is integrated in the broader context
of Albania’s fulfillment of the European acquis
and Copenhagen conditionality. The Greek
Minister of Foreign Affairs has always reiterated
Greece’s support for the organization of the first
intergovernmental conference with Albania as
soon as the criteria set by the European Council
are met. These criteria include issues pertaining
to the rights and wellbeing of the Greek minority
in Albania.2
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the Balkan ‘mini-Schengen’ together with the leaders of Serbia and North
Macedonia. Tirana has liaised between various Albanian political parties
in North Macedonia to reach national political consensus (so-called
‘Tirana Platform’) and led efforts for cross-border policy coordination
and integration between Albania and Kosovo. Occasionally, Rama has
been vocal about the protection of the rights of Albanians in Serbia’s
Presevo Valley. And more recently, the Albanian government initiated a
vaccination drive for Kosovar medical workers. Still, it is quite uncertain
whether Rama’s actions to attract the patriotic vote will have any bearing
on the actual electoral results.
But Rama’s regional agenda is not anymore uncontested. The decision
of the highly popular new Minister of Kosovo, Albin Kurti, to support
three opposition candidates in Albania did not go down well with the
incumbent leader in Tirana, while Kurti’s Vetëvendosje party, that won
the recent Kosovar elections by a landslide, has established its – small for
now – presence in Albania with the hope for increasing its influence in
Albania in the near future. Rama and Kurti's relationship has been marked
with open disagreements over significant national issues. Kurti has long
championed the cause of unification between Albania and Kosovo, an
idea rejected by Rama who sees the unification of Albanians only in
the context of the EU. Kurti’s unification rhetorics have recently been
moderated, but relations with Edi Rama remain sour. Kurti detests the
support that Rama allegedly extended to the idea of a land swap between
Kosovo and Serbia as well as the close ties that the Tirana leader has
maintained with the corrupt old elite of Kosovo. More generally, many
in Kosovo have grown uneasy with the assertive international agenda of
Tirana in the context of the mini-Schengen initiative and more widely,
which at times is seen as putting in question Kosovo’s own claims of and
arguments in support of its independent statehood.29

Albania’s EU membership – Still an Open Issue
Albania’s transition has been marked by the political parties’ continuing and
destructive struggle for power, that more often than not put in question
the consolidation of the ailing democratic institutions and undermined the
country’s EU membership bid. A reform that will give Albania an electoral
process with higher standards of integrity and transparency, based on
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the OSCE/ODHIR recommendations, has been one of the key EU Council
conditionalities for Albania’s EU accession negotiations. Both the EU and
the United States have exerted pressure on the country’s political elite
for ensuring free and fair elections through the gradual de-politicization
of the electoral administration process. Only nine months before the
elections, the main political parties reached an agreement on the electoral
reform. The international community expressed its satisfaction, hoping
that this agreement was finally evidence of the Albanian political class’
willingness to reach consensual solutions to festering political problems.
But the agreement proved only a temporary armistice and soon the
consensus collapsed, and the Albanian government introduced changes
to the Constitution that were unacceptable to the opposition. The fact
that the EU accession path is traditionally high on the political agenda and
enjoys widespread popular support has not translated into a powerful
drive for the establishment of cross-party consensus to push EU-required
reforms. As we have seen above, the electoral reform process has been
a case in point, since repeated past initiatives for change have typically
generated solutions tailored by the ruling force of the day and yet more
distrust among parties.
The political fight aimed at influencing reform outcomes in Albania,
together with the growing anti-enlargement mood across Europe, have
delayed the opening of Tirana’s EU accession negotiations. So far, Albania
has fulfilled the technical conditions and has received the green light from
the European Commission and the European Parliament. However, when
it comes to the kick start of the accession negotiations the situation is
becoming more complicated with some EU member states remaining
highly skeptical and withholding their approval of the date for the 1st
Inter-Governmental Conference. The April 2021 elections can be seen
as a test case that could either convince more skeptical EU partners or
offer them more arguments to further delay the process. EU officials
have linked the first intergovernmental conference with transparent,
inclusive, free and fair elections.30 However, it is still uncertain to what
extent the main political parties are ready to go beyond factionalism in
order to satisfy this key condition. If politics fail once more, Albania’s EU
aspirations will flounder again.
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The 15 conditions that Albania should fulfill
before starting EU accession negotiations
as stated by the Council of the EU and the
German Bundestag
Conditions for the first intergovernmental
conference:
1. The adoption and the implementation of the
electoral reform in full accordance with OSCE/
ODHIR recommendations.
2. The further implementation of the judicial
reform, including the functioning of the
Constitutional Court and the High Court.
3. 
T he establishment of the Special AntiCorruption and Organized Crime Structure
(SPAK).
4. Making further progress in the fight against
corruption, organized crime, and money
laundering.
5. Tackling the phenomenon of unfounded
asylum applications.
6. Revision of the Media Law in line with the
recommendations of the Venice Commission.

Conditions for the second intergovernmental
conference:
7. Initiation of criminal proceedings for judges/
prosecutors who failed the vetting process.
8. Initiation of criminal investigations against
individuals involved in vote-buying and
the enforcement of mechanisms that will
eliminate any kind of election fraud.
9. Tangible results in the fight against corruption
and organized crime through the initiation of
criminal proceedings against politicians and
high-ranking officials.
10. Further progress on the administrative
reform.
11. The successful implementation of the new
electoral law during the April 2021 election.
12. The Constitutional court will have to rule on
the validity of the 2019 local elections.
13. Implementation of the Law for the Protection
of Minorities.
14. Adoption of a Census Law in line with the
Council of Europe recommendations.
15. Improvement of the property law and
property registration procedures.
Source: Council Conclusions on Enlargement
and Stabilization and Association process and
The German Bundestag Decision.
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The Polls Show Incumbent Win
According to most opinion polls measuring vote intention (that were
released until the date when this report was drafted), the incumbent
Socialist Party is expected to get the highest number of votes in the
forthcoming elections.31 However, what is unclear is whether the margin
from the Democratic Party coalition will shrink as the election day
approaches. Similarly, the polls cannot with confidence predict whether
the Socialist Party will manage to gain more MPs than the Democratic
Party’s multi-party alliance and the Socialist Party of Integration combined.
As we have seen above, DP and LSI have signed an agreement for a postelection coalition government. Will the Socialist incumbents manage to
gain more MPs than the main opposition party and its 12-party coalition
‘Alliance for Change’ as well as the Albanian President Ilir Meta’s LSI
combined? If that happens after eight years in office, it will surely mark
a great success of the current PM and his party.
Comparative results of the last opinion polls conducted
by five polling agencies

But the polls also reveal a picture that should be a cause for concern
for the entire political system. High levels of dissatisfaction exist for the
performance of both government and opposition. In fact, the opposition
seems to be equally if not more unpopular than the government, despite
being out of power for years. The popularity of the main party leaders is
limited. The incumbent Rama again seems to be relatively more popular
than the President and the main opposition figures. But overall rates are
not very high for all politicians measured in polls. Respondents in polls
are very concerned about the economy, unemployment and other issues
affecting the daily lives of Albanians.32
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Finally, the polls project a likely return to the North-South division in
electoral preferences.33 Traditionally in post-Communist Albania, PD
dominates in the North of the country, while PS does the same in the
South, with the Central electoral districts being more contestable. In
the 2010s, PS has managed to make serious inroads into the voters of
the North, managing even to win some of the old strongholds of the
Democratic Party. The forthcoming elections could signal the return to
the traditional North-PD vs. South-PS electoral division of the country.

Post-Election Scenarios
Our report has identified three scenarios for the election results and the
post-election landscape:
Scenario 1: The Incumbent Winning – The Socialist Party wins the
elections with an outright majority that will allow Edi Rama to form a
single-party government. In this case, Edi Rama will become the first
prime minister of Albania who has won a third mandate since the end
of communism. This will make Rama’s and the Socialist Party’s grip on
the state stronger. In such a scenario, more sustained, effective and
focused international pressure for reform will be required to make the
newly-empowered Socialist PM commit to radical reforms that were not
delivered in previous years. International pressure on the Democratic
Party opposition will also be required in order to avoid the well-trodden
path of questioning the election results, which has troubled Albanian
political life since the end of Communism.
Scenario 2: The Opposition Camp Marginally Winning – The Opposition
camp marginally wins the elections. In an alternative scenario, a PD-LSI
coalition is short of only few MPs, which they find in small independent
parties that have entered the parliament. Under this scenario the way
for a change in power after eight years opens. Smooth rotation in power
will be necessary for political stability; the role of the Socialist Party and
its leader will be crucial in that process. A decision by the Socialists for
an in-kind response to the former opposition could trigger another deep
political crisis that will prevent Albania from realising its potential and will
further delay the EU accession process. But this is not the whole story.
The international community should keep tabs on the policies of a new
government by PD-LSI. Both parties remain visibly unreformed, including
maintaining key backroom roles for the old guard politicians like Sali
Berisha and Ilir Meta, and they will not be a guarantee for the necessary
changes in the country. Currently, the opposition in Albania is not offering
a fresh alternative but rather the return to power of politicians whose
political careers have been dotted with allegations of corruption, abuse of

33
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power, and vote fraud. Sustained international pressure will be required
to prevent state capture from the former opposition.
Scenario 3: A Grand Coalition – The elections do not produce a clear
winner, thus forcing the two bitter enemy parties to contemplate a powersharing or grand coalition government. A PS-PD government, even if it
currently seems difficult contemplate, could be a more stable scenario to
avoid a prolonged crisis over who has the capacity to form a government,
renewed contestation of results and calls for new elections. This option
could also be favoured by the EU and the US in hopes that through
power-sharing bitter political enemies may reach an understanding for
pushing necessary reforms forward. On the minus side, it is questionable
whether a tenure with a powerful government made up of the two main
parties, but little opposition would be very beneficial for Albania’s weak
democracy.

The Challenges Ahead
Albania has in recent times had a mixed record in the various international
democracy and governance indices – the data from some of the most
prominent international rankings are presented below. For example,
compared to last year, Albania has significantly improved its position in
the Democracy Index of the Economist Intelligence Unit, is slightly down
in both the Freedom and Democracy rankings of the Freedom House,
is slightly up in the Democracy indicator and in the same position in the
Governance indicator of the Bertelsmann Transformation Index, and is
slightly down in the Press Freedom index of the Reporters Without Borders.
Overall, Albania will enter the post-election period with a long list of
challenges ahead:
The pandemic and the contagion of negative economic effects
– A major challenge will be the management of the economic side
effects of the earthquake that hit Albania in November 2019 and of the
coronavirus pandemic. The International Monetary Fund projects that
Albania will return to growth already in 2021. It also expects an increase
of 1.5% in the unemployment rate.

YEAR

Real GDP Growth (%)

GDP per capita
(thousands US dollars)

Unemployment
Rate (%)

General government
Gross debt (% of GDP)

2017

3.8

4.54

13.7

71.9

2018

4.1

5.28

12.3

69.5

2019

2.2

5.32

11.5

67.8

2020

-3.5

5.29

12.5

76.0

2021

5 (est.)

5.99 (est.)

14.0 (est.)

75.4 (est.)

Source: International Monetary Fund
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But according to other international organisations, other negative impacts
of the COVID-19 pandemic include the decrease in production levels, the
increase of the unemployment rate, the decline of household consumption,
the temporary closure of businesses, the stalling of growth in tourism, the
delays in supply chains, the disruption of diaspora remittances, and the rise
of undeclared workers and businesses operating in the informal sector.34
Moreover, the increase of public debt and government expenditure
connected to measures adopted in this electoral year could have dire
effects on the economic situation in Albania. As such, effective and wellcalculated measures will be needed to further limit the spread of negative
economic effects. In this difficult economic and financial situation, the new
government that will emerge from the April elections will find it difficult
to keep the pre-election promises for the creation of new jobs and the
reduction of poverty.
Albania’s Progress Based on International Indicators
2019
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State capture vs. genuine institution-building – The situation concerning
‘state capture’ is grave in Albania. The main challenge for the country is
the existence of state capture mechanisms that distort reform in order
to create or preserve an extractive system and monopolistic structures
supported by powerful political and economic interests.35 State capture is
facilitated by defects in many key policy areas – the ineffective handling of
corruption, the lack of judicial independence, the lack of integrity among
public officials, the lack of accountability in the law-making process, the
concentration of media ownership in the hands of a few family groups
and oligarchs, and the hastening entropy of public institutions. The task of
tackling the phenomenon is therefore daunting.36 It requires a clear political
will for reforms aiming at genuine institution-building. The focus of reform

34

 ECD and World Bank short reports available here https://www.oecd.org/south-eastO
europe/COVID-19-Crisis-in-Albania.pdf and here https://pubdocs.worldbank.org/
en/172771524670378652/mpo-alb.pdf [last accessed on 17 April 2021].
Gjergji Vurmo, Rovena Sulstarova, Alban Dafa, “Deconstructing state capture in
Albania”, Transparency International and IDM, March 2021, available at: https://images.
transparencycdn.org/images/2021_Report_DeconstructingStateCaptureAlbania_English.
pdf [last accessed on 17 April 2021].
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“ State capture assessment diagnostics in the Western Balkans 2020: risks and policy
options”, Policy Brief No.10, Southeast European Leadership for Development and Integrity,
October 2020. Available at: https://seldi.net/wp-content/uploads/2020/11/State-Captureanalysis-policy-brief.pdf [last accessed on 17 April 2021].
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should direct the government’s strategies towards more legitimate forms
of influence, involving societal voice, transparency in decision-making,
political accountability, and healthy economic competition.
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Corruption and the completion of the judicial reform – Despite
anti-corruption measures and strong political pronouncements, the
performance of anti-corruption efforts remain poor in Albania, with dire
effects for the functioning of the political system and the judiciary.37 Albania
is currently implementing judicial reforms in an effort to address the longstanding deficiencies with respect to the independence, accountability,
efficiency, and professionalism of the justice system. While these reforms
have received plenty of criticism, it's important not to “throw the baby out
with the bathwater” and identify and salvage the positive aspects of the
reform and to embolden the agents that should consolidate the necessary
reforms.38 The completion of the judicial reform is not after all simply a
box-ticking exercise in order to meet the necessary EU criteria; the main
benefit of judicial reform and tackling corruption is a brighter future for
the Albanian people.
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Emigration and brain drain – Albania constitutes the most striking
example of brain drain in the region. The country ranks fourth in the
world for the emigration of high-skilled workers.39 The Albanian brain drain
phenomenon is a combination of different push factors such as economic
insecurity due to the country’s troubled economy, political instability, severe
unemployment, and the lack of human rights respect in the workplace.
But the most worrying consequence of emigration is the hollow up of the
Albanian society and the disappearance of its middle class. The emigration
of nurses, doctors, engineers, IT specialists and others not only damages
the productive potential of the country, but most drastically it depletes
the reservoir of democracy by leaving in the country only the urban poor
and disconnected rural inhabitants and the rich oligarchs. Both the ruling
majority and the opposition have expressed their commitment to deal
with this phenomenon. Edi Rama has pledged to build tech hubs and
increase wages for doctors and nurses, while Lulzim Basha has promised
to raise the national minimum wage and to promote entrepreneurship
through the provision of tax incentives for start-ups. However, the yearslong hemorrhaging of the Albanian workforce cannot be resolved only
with electoral promises. It requires a real national strategy. Thus, Albania
has a long way to go to mitigate this problem.
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Political consensus building and EU accession – The complex nature of
these challenges brings to the surface the need for a total change of the
architecture of the actual political system in Albania. The lack of constructive
dialogue, the confrontational political culture, and the deep polarization
of the main political forces are not helping in the struggle to tackle these
challenges. To the contrary, they help their perpetuation. The top foreign
policy priority for Albania will be the completion of the 15 key conditions
that will bring the country closer to achieving its national goal of joining
the EU by finally starting its 1st Inter-Governmental Conference. Albanian
politicians are promising to make 2021 a year of moving closer to Brussels
but this time things will be more difficult. EU leaders are expecting results.

39

“ The international mobility of highly skilled workers” report published by OECD. Available
at: https://www.oecd.org/sti/inno/internationalmobilityofthehighlyskilled.htm [last
accessed on 17 April 2021].
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They will not be satisfied only with the successful completion of the election
race; they are asking for radical changes that will make Albania a country
with truly accountable and responsive government. Albanian analysts fear
that another bout of inter-party strife will damage the accession process.
Relations with Greece – A major foreign policy challenge facing Albania
is the settling of all open issues with Athens, that would lead to the final
reconciliation of the two neighbouring nations. The nationalist tendencies
fueled by the decision of the current Socialist government to take the
maritime dispute to the International Court of Justice and the lack of
internal political consensus on the issue have already led to a heated
debate over the benefits or pitfalls of this decision. The main question
is whether the new government will keep up the current momentum of
settling disputes or it will revert back to old-fashioned politics of antagonism
with neighbours.

Conclusion – New start
or more of the same?
Albanian politicians are promising to offer Albania a fresh perspective
on the country’s political, social, and economic life. But no one is quite
sure what that perspective actually entails and how fresh or old it will
really prove to be. The fact that the political class has not so far diverged
from confrontational politics could be interpreted as a continuation of the
same old business. If this is the case, Albania will stick again to the past,
which will further weaken its internal stability and further frustrate its EU
membership hopes. The Albanian leadership does not have the luxury
to spend time and political capital in cosmetic political changes, failing to
get a grip on major policy problems and, thus, losing yet another great
opportunity for real change. The adoption of a genuinely transformative
policy to reorient Albanian internal and external interests is necessary. The
revision and modernization of internal politics would be the best scenario,
allowing Albanian authorities to invest more capital in more pressing social,
economic, and foreign policy issues.
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